Interaction wanderlust is our trend really all about what do we do with all this screen time. Screen time as a rocketed up over the last year and it's helped us to understand something which was there already which is a degree of sameness we see in what we see. This is about the interaction between design, content, and audience. It's about how do we bring in excitement, joy, serendipity? I would suggest very very important words.

So what comes next? Well the race is on to differentiate. And our money is that the way a lot of people are going to be differentiating is via entertainment. Look at platforms like Discord and the huge growth of 47 percent in Discords case of usage. Why? Because it's a place. It's not a social medium. It's actually a place. It's a place to hang out. It's a place where you have fun. It's about a combination between fun, platforms, live, and social and when you're thinking about that think about the tiers of engagement.

It can't be one size fits all particularly if you want to make money out of these platforms. What are the tiers of engagement that you introduce and how do you translate in and recreate offline emotion? We're shifting mechanics much more online, but we need to shift emotion much more online as well. Think for example in the stadium. And how do you do all of that and make all of that sustainable as well because make no mistake even as we tend to want to intensify our use of screen technology and differentiate with it, we're also increasingly seeing people ask the important questions about how do we de-carbonized design? How do we do our digital interaction?